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The latest news and updates from your local city

Our news report provides the public of
Tranquilcity with the most trust-worthy and
accurate information. Our reports consist of
a variety of editorials, news reports, and the
occasional feature. 
 
Tranquilcity's Weekly Report is the most
read newspaper in all of Tranquilcity, and
we take pride in that. We ensure that all
of our papers consist of nothing but the
truth, and that our readers get the most
essential information. 
 
We greatly value all of our readers, and
hope you find this week's article very
enlightening.
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Dan Bilzerian, Pronounced Dead
By Ben Moglia
 
Dan Bilzerian, originator and founder of
the Pill Movement of 2021, was found
dead in his home on Saturday. The cause
of death has not been revealed by
authorities, but his relatives suspect he
overdosed.
 
“I’m sad to say I saw it coming,” said
Dan’s Mother, Tabitha, on a phone call,
“We haven’t seen him ever since the
release of M15.”
 
The medication Tabitha is referring to is
the highly controversial drug, M15, which
has been linked to numerous deaths
since its release due to undefined
dosages.
 
According to John Barry, a Biology
professor at Cambridge University, “M15
was designed by the government to be a
stronger alternative for depression
patients who have grown immune to
antidepressants. The problem with this
drug is it’s synthesized from the Yromem
leaf, found in the Amazon Jungle. The
molecular compounds that Yromem
contains react differently in everyone's
body, so there is no universal dosage.”
 
The other hazardous side effect that
makes Yromem a potentially fatal
substance is extreme memory loss. If
your dose is inaccurate, you can possibly
forget you ever took the medication. This
leads patients into a deadly cycle of
consuming more and more pills until
their brains succumb to the substance.
 
The late Dan Bilzerian started the Pill
Movement in 2021 when he partnered
with CVS to start The Dispensary and
build the utopian society he always
believed in as a kid. Having bad
depression as a child, Dan had difficulties
in growing up, fighting mental battles
almost every day against himself. When
he became famous, he sought to use his
30 million follower social media presence
to begin creating his dream world. A
world without mental illness.

The call for the government to create more
regulations and do more research on their
drugs before they are released to the public has
only strengthened since Dan’s death. “They
won’t do it, they’re too cheap,” said Holly
Bakersfield, resident of Tranquilcity and
mother of three, “they need as much profit as
they can get to pay for all the military
equipment, nukes, and factories they’re
building.”
 
Another angered and worried citizen, who
wanted to remain anonymous, had this to say,
“If these deaths keep happening with no
repercussions from the government, another
underground movement is going to form and I
don’t think they will end like the last two.”
 
The previous underground movements, or
revolts, this citizen is referring to are The
Sober and The Vaxxers, who were quickly
silenced by the government and disappeared.
When word spread of another possible
underground group forming, excitement and
hope filled the minds of the people of
tranquilcity.
 
“You bet your bottom I’d join!” Said fearless, Joe
Hilly, owner of an ammunition store in
Tranquilcity, “I love these pills but I hate how
secretive the government is about them!”
 
We requested an interview with a government
representative on the death of Dan Bilzerian
and were given a statement that said, “Here at
Tranquilcity our goal is to eliminate the
suffering of the world. Although we are
saddened to hear of the terrible accident that
claimed the life of our friend, Dan Bilzerian, we
do know our A.I. take every safety precaution
necessary to distribute our medications.”
 
This response exposed another side of the
story others seem to not talk about. For all we
know, this could have been a terrible accident.
Although medication has helped further our
society in unimaginable ways, the pills have still
not been perfected.
 
The founder’s death is extremely saddening,
but one thing is certain. Dan wanted us to go
stronger, furthering our new civilization with
the medications he created to end the world's
suffering.

A year after his first distribution to his
followers, Dan’s empire had grown
considerably. Social Media made pill
popping the new Niche. Everyone
became joyous and happy. Dan began to
make friends in political circles in hopes
of expanding his empire. By the end of
the second year, Congress was working
to pass a Bill that would require the
consumption of Dan’s medications as a
Federal law.
 
As the years went on, Dan’s dream
began to evolve from mental diseases to
all world suffering. Pills were
engineered for hunger, thirst, muscle
gain, weight loss, entertainment,
hygiene, and almost anything you could
possibly think of. Dan’s dream had come
true. The world was becoming a perfect
place.
 
When the news of Dan’s death became
public, unrest and panic began to arise.
“The reassuring voice we’ve been
hearing for years telling us we were
headed in the right direction is now
dead by the very thing he created. How
can we be sure these things are even
safe?” Said an anonymous citizen.
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Nationwide Life
Expectancy Decrease
Linked to Vitamins
by Michael Crisera

Since the integration of The Dispensary into the Tranquilcity federal
government in 2020, a decrease in average life expectancy has been
demonstrated across the country.
 
A file released last month by the National Institute of Health (NIH)
first brought this issue into public light. This file included a graph
that showed a steep downward trend in average life expectancy over
the past 22 years. The data in this graph shows that the average age
of death for Tranquilcity citizens has decreased from roughly 80
years to a shocking 35 years of age since the year 2020.
 
In the file, the NIH linked this decline to the Dispensary-issued
Vitamins, stating that a molecule called “Batrachotoxin” was found in
every tested Vitamin variant in extremely small quantities. According
the the file, this molecule paralyzes enzymes that regulate blood flow
in our bodies, slowing the heart rate. “Because the dosage of
Batrachotoxin per Vitamin is so small, the effects do not become
lethal until one consumes over 10,000 Vitamins worth.” (NIH).  The
report suggested that the public should do the unthinkable and seek
natural alternatives to Vitamins to obtain daily nutrients. The
publicity of these discoveries began a wave of fear and anger
amongst citizens, beginning in Deficient-rich communities.
 
Adding to this wave, Dan Bilzerian’s untimely death was revealed to
be Vitamin-related last week. It was stated that his official cause of
death was categorized as an “overdose” of an unspecified Vitamin.
Some sources speculate that Bilzerian was experimenting with
combinations of Vitamins, while others believe that The Dispensary
had given him samples of unreleased Vitamins with the intention of
killing him.
 
After these major information releases, the general feelings of
distrust in The Dispensary have grown beyond the slums and
Deficient-rich areas of Tranquilcity. This past week, middle as well as
some upper class citizens began to show signs of anger and worry for
the first time in over two decades of compliance. Massive swarms of
citizens and Deficients have taken to the streets of Tranquilcity
together to express their emotions through riots and public protests.
Bilzerian’s Dispensary-conducted funeral procession was even
interrupted by angry mobs of citizens holding signs accusing The
Dispensary of killing Bilzerian as well as chanting “Long Live Dan”.
 

In an attempt to calm the citizens of Tranquilcity and to
regain their trust, The Dispensary issued a public
statement yesterday in which President Sanders notably
explained: “It is true, that our lives have become shorter
since the start of the century. However, this is by
natural doing and not our Vitamins are certainly not
involved. Death is and always was inevitable. We should
be celebrating our shorter lives because we no longer
have to suffer in elderly years as our ancestors did. Why
should we drag our deaths out, try to avoid them, and
unnecessarily live in misery for decades past our prime
for no apparent reason?”
 
Our president presented a brilliant new perspective on
the discoveries to the public during his address. He
stated that the decrease in life length should be seen as
a positive, almost like a blessing from some external
divine force. The suffering caused by natural
deterioration in the late years of human life has been
completely eliminated. He stated that the people of
Tranquilcity are slowly evolving into a “super race” in
which people are disposed of when their peak athletic
and health performances are past, rather unnecessarily
using up natural resources and living in the states of
suffering.
 
After addressing this issue, he went on to deny the
rumors about toxic molecules found in the Vitamins.
“The Dispensary’s Vitamins have always been produced
using healthy, natural ingredients. The purpose of
creating Vitamins was to help citizens to solve all their
ailments and struggles, not to harm them, so why would
we add a toxic chemical into our Vitamins?” The
president stated that the rumors about Batrachotoxin
were simply untrue and illogical, and that speaking of
the NIH file or spreading other rumors about The
Dispensary were both now considered federal offences.
 
Shortly after the public address, the NIH was officially
closed by The Dispensary. The head scientists that were
credited with releasing the Batrachotoxin experiment
file were rightfully arrested for charges of slander and
defamation of President Sanders and The Dispensary.
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About the new A-
324 Vitamin

 

By: Bryce Li
 
The government has finally released the Vitamin of the year called
Vitamin A-324. It’s a magnificent new Vitamin that’s been the talk of
Tranquilcity. This is the 24th Vitamin that the dispensary has
released in the year 2042 alone. Although the Vitamin has only been
out for a few days, its sales have gone through the roof. The
production of this vitamin is projected to increase by 300% in the
next year. According to one of the interviews that we did with a
member of The Dispensary, they are very happy to be introducing
another Vitamin that will change the lives of many. This Vitamin is
at the forefront of scientific advancements and will revolutionize
the way that we think. According to the member of The Dispensary,
this Vitamin will be able to be so widely distributed that even the
deficients will be given  of this pill. In fact, The Dispensary stated
that each citizen  will be given one free bottle of A-324 for the next
two days.
 
We don’t yet know what the effects of Vitamin A-324 are. As one
customerstated, “I don’t know what this thing does, but it’s great! I
just can’t get enough of it.” Users claim that they have experienced
symptoms ranging from happiness to sleep to hallucinations. “I
couldn’t stop smiling after I took the new Vitamin, but I am always
smiling,” said one happy customer. Although the effects of the
Vitamin are unknown, The Dispensary stated that “This Vitamin will
revolutionize our society by extending the lifetime of all citizens by
at least 1 year.” This announcement made people eager to get their
hands on Vitamin A-324. In fact, one lady stated that, “I got 10
bottles of A-324 in order to live a healthy life.” The A-324 Vitamins
are being ordered excessively and the Dispensary is pumping them
out of the factories just as rapidly. “If you haven’t ordered A-324
yet, it should be the next thing that you do because this Vitamin is
truly astonishing,” said one satisfied customer. This user isn’t the
only one who feels this way as this Vitamin has a whopping 100%
user satisfaction rate and meets consumers demands perfectly.
People are waiting next to the dispensers to get their hands on this
magical Vitamin.
 
Vitamin A-324 provides a new innovative therapy when taken in
high doses. After taking the vitamins users reported having vivid
dreams and feelings of sleepiness.  We do not know if this is the
effect of Vitamin A-324 or if it is a different Vitamin that is causing
the users to experience these symptoms. Most users are not
interested in finding out what this Vitamin does. One unconcerned
Vitamin taker stated, “I don’t really care what it does as long as it
makes me feel good.” This user is not the only user that feels this
way, according to the survey done by the Tranquil Street Journal,
95% of the citizens did not care about the effects of the Vitamins.
Other surveys have similar results, suggesting that most people
have no care for the effects of the Vitamin. Some of the people
stated that they know that the Dispensary is propelling Tranquilcity
towards a better future and they have complete faith in the
Dispensary to do so.  

The Dispensary built up trust over the years with the
citizens as they have proven to be able to distribute
Vitamins to everyone who needs them and they have
made it so that we do not need to partake in strenuous
activities and we can use the pills which is much easier
and more convenient. Imagine going out for a walk, it’s
utterly disgusting. Who would like to exercise and eat
and sleep and drink when you just take Vitamins
instead? The Dispensary has made our lives so much
easier and we are so grateful for the Vitamins that we
receive from them.
 
In addition to this, people are excited for the release of
A-325 scheduled for 30 days. The Dispensary has
designed this new Vitamin that will be replace A-128
although no one remembers what the A-128 did. People
are looking forward to the release of this new Vitamin
because if it’s anything like A-324, it will be a great hit. In
fact, people are already starting to wait near the
dispensaries in anticipation of this new Vitamin. With
the recent release of the Vitamin A-324 that received
outstanding praise from the citizens, and the leak of the
new A-325 Vitamin, the year of 2042 is projected to be a
great year for Tranquilcity.
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The Anti-Vites; The
Beginning of a Rebellion
By Piper Stevens

Last Tuesday, April 9th, 2042, a Dispensary storage facility was set aflame and destroyed.
This came after the west wing of the Dispensary headquarters was blown up by a pipe
bomb placed inside its lobby. These acts of treachery and treason were committed by
the Anti-Vites, people who refuse to believe the clear, positive results of the Vitamin
lifestyle.
 
When Tranquilcity was first created in 2021, the townsfolk showed extreme disdain for
the changes to their society. However, as the Principles of the Dispensary continued to
spread, people started to agree with the idealism and understand the benefits of
Vitamins. Now, citizens of Tranquilcity both support and endorse the Vitamin program,
and the decrease in crime and overall sense of peace shows how positive the changes
have been in the city. Although the new state of peace is advantageous, evil rebels have
begun to act against the Dispensary and its supporters. Ever since Tranquilcity started,
these opponents slowly formed an insurgent group. After various attacks started in
2030, a terrorist group named the Anti-Vites claimed responsibility for the strikes.
 The Anti-Vites, whose members have remained anonymous throughout all of the attacks, have been rumored to sell their

Vitamins that they’ve earned by working their jobs to buy illegal substances, such as food and water. They have now been trying
to proselytize and persuade people to return to consuming food and water. They also learned how to control their mood without
taking mood Vitamins, which is making many citizens question their validity. The Dispensary has been searching for the Anti-
Vites’ headquarters, but have been unsuccessful for 12 years, although rumored they live underneath the streets of Tranquilcity.
Since the attacks, the Dispensary has vowed to find the Anti-Vites and to help these people recover from the mental illness that
makes them hate Vitamins. Witnesses have seen people wearing black clothing with bandanas over their mouths, fleeing from
the crime scenes. An analyst of the Anti-Vites believes that the black bandanas covering their mouths represent their resistance
to taking the Vitamins.

Recently, the Anti-Vites have released a statement in the Tranquil Street Journal detailing their motives behind the attacks against
the Dispensary and the Vitamin program. The leader of the Anti-Vites, who refers to himself as Vayne, wrote this statement in
defense of public shaming after the various strikes, claiming that “the attacks aren’t meant to cause any harm to citizens of
Tranquilcity, but to show our disdain with the Vitamin program. It controls the people of Tranquilcity and makes them subject to
anything the Dispensary desires of them.” According to the article, the Anti-Vites are working to overthrow the Dispensary by
continuing to attack until they surrender. They are fighting the Dispensary because they believe that the Vitamins are taking away
people’s ability to live their lives. According to Vayne, the Vitamins are making the citizens complacent in their society, causing it
to slowly die. Vayne details how he is creating an army of Anti-Vites to fight against the Dispensary to overthrow their
government. He discusses how “more and more people are joining the resistance movement, and in less than six months we will
be able to take down the Dispensary.” Although Vayne has made many claims throughout his released statement, the validity of his
claims are unable to be confirmed by the Dispensary. Therefore, the Anti-Vites’ rebellion should not cause worry to any citizens.

The Dispensary has released a counter-statement disproving all of Vayne’s and the
Anti-Vites’ claims. The Dispensary states that “every Vitamin goes towards helping
the members of Tranquilcity. Vitamins don’t have the ability to do harm, and only
make the city more peaceful.” Research by the Science Sector of the Dispensary
shows that Vitamins can control hunger, thirst, and mood, but don’t affect people as
dramatically as the Anti-Vites suggest. In their statement, the Dispensary also
describes how they are “using any means necessary to find these slanderous people.”
The Dispensary wants to prevent the rebellion by conquering all of the Anti-Vites
through force, by finding and attacking their base, and capturing the members. After,
the Dispensary plans to put the Anti-Vites into Rehabilitation Camp and teach them
the importance of Vitamins while curing their mental illness. After the Camp, the
former Anti-Vites will be placed back into Tranquilcity in a government job and take
their Vitamins, as any normal citizen would.
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The Vitamin Lottery:
A Vitamin Fortune
By: Jack Nathan

Abundance is anything but prevalent in Tranquilcity. Those who work
for the Dispensary, entitled Dispensers, do not have an issue
consuming Vitamins. However, this is not the case for all those living
in Tranquilcity because some are not unable to obtain Vitamins. Over
the last 20 years, Vitamins have taken over the role that was
previously embodied by food and water. In exchange for service to the
Dispensary, citizens are rewarded Vitamins. They are of great value,
and the Deficients, the lower class, are unable to earn vital Vitamins
because of their lack of work. The Dispensary provides hope to those
who lack the proper Vitamins by giving them a chance to enter a
lottery in which Vitamins are awarded to the winner.
 
The Lottery was established in 2039 which is run by the government.
Whoever chooses to enter the Lottery is able to do so as long as they
can supply three Vitamins, which is the generic entry fee. In exchange
for the three Vitamins, one is given a ticket with a combination of
letters and numbers. This entails their number and if at the end of the
week when the number is decided, that person is supposed to be
given the jackpot. The amount of Vitamins that are given out to the
winner of the jackpot are the cumulation of all the Vitamins that have
been placed into the Lottery by the citizens.
 
The Deficients’ origination came all the way back in 2021 when the
Dispensary took power and established Vitamins as the universal
consumption material. Immediately once Tranquilcity was
established, social division throughout it became a widely spread
issue. The more one works or the higher up they are in the
government, the more Vitamins they will receive to keep them
sustained for longer.
 
When Dan Bilzerian partnered with CVS, food and water were still
spread throughout the world. Now in 2042, hunger and thirst
Vitamins are a staple in all diets, while food is practically extinct.
Vitamins can not only solve bodily needs, but they also bring
happiness into the life of all those who consume them. Vitamins can
cure anything, whether it is being in a bad mood or complying with
the rules of the Dispensary. At this point, most of the citizens do not
truly know exactly what they are ingesting.
 
 

The Lottery gives hope to Deficients who do not earn the full
ration of Vitamins. These Vitamins are the only real cure for
hunger and thirst as well as the sole source of happiness in
Tranquilcity. The Dispensary has managed to establish
conformity amongst the entire population so whether one
likes it or not, Vitamins are what everyone desires. Data has
shown that replacing all other medications and forms of
nutrition with Vitamins has called world peace to prevail.
Crime is no longer an issue in Tranquilcity, for the most part,
because with Vitamins, there is no insurgency. Almost
everyone is satisfied. This is where the Deficients come in and
pose a serious threat to not just themselves, but the rest of
the citizens of Tranquilcity as well. They are not always
satisfied and because of the insurgency they endure, they can
feel the need to take from others because they have a lack of
Vitamins. The Dispensary had the purpose of ending this
through the Lottery. This way, instead of focusing on stealing
as the way for the Deficients to obtain extra rations of
Vitamins, they can hope that the Lottery will be what lifts
them out of their struggle. However suspicions have begun to
rise with this newly-founded Lottery.
 
Mike Apsel came forward last week with a protest in which he
gathered together a group of Deficient rioters to rebel against
the Dispensary’s newly instated Lottery. Apsel exclaimed after
countless months of buying into the Lottery, that him along
with the other Deficients had begun to figure out there was
no way to win back their vitamins. The Deficients assumed
that the Dispensary was not awarding the vitamins to a
winner but rather keeping them for their own personal
benefit. They went on to call the Dispensary a hoax which was
deceiving the people of Tranquilcity in finding a false hope in
something that does not exist.
 
The Dispensary responded with a statement stating that they
deny these false accusations and that by no means necessary
would they ever attempt to scam the people of Tranquilcity
out of receiving happiness. It was simply a matter of the
Deficients lacking sanity because they were not taking their
vitamins.
 
An undisclosed Dispenser from the Department of Content
came forward to explain that he/she had some unreleased
information about the Lottery. He/she said that “The Lottery
is not really real. It was created as a way for the government
to create false hope inside the citizens of Tranquilcity. There
is no winner but only the idea of their being a winner. The
Dispensary does not rely solely on means of production as
their only way to generate vitamins so they came up with the
idea of this lottery to create a new source of stock.”
 
The world is waiting to hear the response of the Dispensary
after the leak of this information. But the real question is, who
can be trusted now?
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Dangers in Withdrawal:
Mikaela Lowry's Case

By: Rachel Fox
 
Recent circumstances have proven just how dangerous the
withdrawal of Vitamins can be for individuals of Tranquilcity. Just last
week, a citizen of our city, Makaela Lowry, went off of her
medications for a week, as an attempt to experiment their effects.
Lowry then, after only three days of withdrawal, published a blog with
degrading remarks about The Dispensary. Lowry mentioned that,
“The Dispensary has us all brainwashed, we are all at the mercy of the
Vitamins, which are in fact just drugs, attempting to place us all under
their control”. This is complete nonsense, and many, including The
Dispensary, believe that Lowry has gone mad, as a side effect of her
withdrawal of Vitamins. Lowry also warned that, “We must all stop the
usage of Vitamins, you will then understand what I understand, and
see the horrible mind-control we are living under.”

Since posting this absurd blog, Mikaela Lowry has been taken into medical care under The Dispensary, in order to receive the help
she so clearly needs. In these health facilities, Lowry has been monitored to ensure the taking of her Vitamins, and she has began
to stabilize. Her delusional thoughts have begun to dilute, and her thinking has become close to normal. Now, six days after her
admittance into hospital treatment, Lowry has returned back to her sane self. Lowry stated that she had, “Felt very depressed off
of [her] Vitamins, and [she] had felt very strange and not [herself]”. Lowry, now back on Vitamins, feels back to normal, and in a
much happier state, as she shared with several doctors overseeing her condition. She is completely puzzled as to how her bizarre
theories had come to her head, and she retains no memory of her delusional ideas, besides the limited detail mentioned in her
blog. Her blog has since been shut down in order to suppress any memories of her ideas, and to prevent the population of
Tranquility from reading further into her lies. Lowry has not yet been released from medical attention, but will be moving into a
new home post-release, to ensure her safety, in a facility under The Dispensary.

Seeing the rapid decline in Mikaela Lowry’s mental health has provided a clear warning to all citizens of Tranquilcity. It is
incredibly dangerous to stop the consumption of Vitamins for any reason, and side effects will kick in instantly, proven by
Lowry’s case. The severity of these side effects can very case by case, but all have the potential to be dire, and have dramatic
health effects on the individual. I write this editorial to warn all civilians of Tranquilcity, and to prevent any more serious issues
like Lowry’s incident from happening in the near future.

Although typically speaking outward against the government’s ways would be a
crime, The Dispensary is willing to exempt these actions, due to the fact that
Mikaela Lowry’s mental state was not stable. Rather than punishing Lowry for her
unintentional lies, The Dispensary is pardoning her acts and giving her the help she
needs. This can then be used as a warning and counterexample for all citizens of
Tranquility, for The Dispensary may not be as forgiving in the event of another
action like this. The Dispensary takes full blame for this event, as there was a lack of
enforcement to ensure all Vitamins were being distributed and taken in the correct
amounts. Following this act, no discrepancies will happen again, as The Dispensary
will ensure no one goes off of their Vitamins. The Dispensary is putting all of their
efforts forward to make sure no health hazards occur ever again. Mikaela Lowry
was only an example of what can go wrong when Vitamins are not used as
instructed, and as long as all members of Tranquilcity follow all of their required
doses, no one is at harm of the mental breakdown Lowry went through. The
Dispensary places the needs and health of their citizens above all, and will do
whatever they can to make sure that no issues like this take place in the city. The
lies Lowry spread under her mental breakdown caused panic and harm to many,
and as of now, The Dispensary will make sure Tranquilcity is at peace once and for
all.
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The New Civic Duty
Bill
 
by Hunter H. Kolodziej
 
Decree straight from the Dispensary has officially requested
that all citizens of the Utopia put forth their minds, bodies,
and spirits towards the betterment of our great nation by
reporting to their local dispensary for immediate Vitamin
testings. Compliance with this new mandate has promised to
boost government pill production by 200%.
 
Those treasonous scum living in the ground have recently
been stirring and word has gotten around. A video file has
been released by the Dispensary offering an extremely
alarming and distasteful ravaging of organic protein among
screams of what can only be interpreted as saying, “Destroy
the Dispensary, Destroy the vitamins!”.
 
I can only logically present the solution that our glorious
Dispensary already has. Continue trials regardless of the
small and constantly diminishing threat of the Dispensary’s
enemies. Remember citizens, the f4 file issued earlier in
March clearly outlines the Dispensary’s destruction of over 23
heavily armored Vaxxer strongholds. Now that’s a benevolent
government that I can most definitely get behind. It is
obvious that all of us have nothing to fear but how GREAT
that new vitamin test will make us all feel. Get in there and
make your Dispensary proud citizens!
 
I actually went into the field and have found overwhelmingly
positive energy from the citizens that have already taken the
test. One Avery Milikan, 73 was walking out of his local
dispensary when I questioned him. Skipping down the street I
could barely get a hold of Mr. Milikan before he had already
begun babbling about how he couldn’t physically stop
smiling… How delightful! Milikan mentioned that his trial “felt
like vitamin G98-Bright to the absolute maximum! I
absolutely cannot stop smiling and my heart is racing!
Whenever I see the TV or a poster about our wonderful
dispensary I just uncontrollably go absolutely nuts for doing
everything they ask of me”.

Another Joe Johnson, 27 exited the his local dispensary in the most
delightful blank trance I’ve ever seen. Must’ve been just like one of
those K54 vitamins if you know what I mean readers! His words
were few and drawn out in a sort of slur but I caught his brilliant
patriotism and it truly warmed my heart. Johnson just kept saying,
“ssstoor-stormmm the sewers, fo-forr the Dispensary”. This true
patriot truly made my day.
 
The actual bill has been flying through every necessary official at the
Dispensary and is making friends and enemies alike. Do not be
concerned though, not a single shout or objection has been uttered
in the Tranquilcity cabinet since the first Bilzerian vitamin started
being produced. However, there have been a string of politically
opposing messages posted on the popular regulated social media
site pills to pills. This string is believed to be constantly reuploaded
by a team led by Tranquilcity cabinet representative Josh
Greenman. Unfortunately not I nor any reporter I know has been
able to track down Greenman or any of the people reuploading in
over a months work of research. Truly odd, but best not to
speculate citizens, vitamin A34 will help with that!
 
In all my work on researching this new bill, I have determined that
ultimately there can be no definite downside to this bill passing, not
only has it only done great things for the nation in the eyes of the
people who have already participated, but this new era of vitamins
feels like a frontier that makes me want to explore every path I can
take within reason of the Dispensary. After all who knows where this
new allowance of citizens into the affairs of the Dispensary will take
us, all you should be worrying about is putting vitamins on the table
for your loved ones. Currently, there is no better way to do that
than waking up, popping that sunshine vitamin and living the
humble, vitamin fueled life of a true patriot of the dispensary.
 
In conclusion, don’t be like the lousy no-good vitamin refuser Josh
Greenman. We all know how it works out for those that don’t take
there daily dose of Dispensary orders every morning, and we all
know how much we love our families. Who knows… maybe these
new pills will make us even happier, or feel even more fulfilled!
 
This has been Hunter Kolodziej from The Dispensary Daily, as per
usual stay happy citizens!


